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PARK CITIES HISTORIC AND PRESERVATION SOCIETY IS NOW PRESERVATION PARK CITIES
Tish Key, president of the Park Cities Historic and
Preservation Society, announces the nonprofit
has changed its name to Preservation Park Cities
(PPC) in order to be more consistent with other
organizations who share the same goal (e.g.
Preservation Dallas, Preservation Austin) and
help with future name recognition.

Society. Both organizations recognized they
were working for similar purposes and merged.
Together the organizations have recognized over
180 homes and building sites, through rigorous
valuation, with bronze plaques posted on each
site. The current community-led Society is an
active, cohesive organization that continues to
Previous logo
protect and promote the historic, architectural,
“An underlying aim of our organization has always
cultural and aesthetic legacy of the Park Cities.”
been to preserve the important elements of our past to
inspire our future. Today we are excited to share some
The new logo brings a more modern portrayal of
of that inspiration through our new branding initiative,”
the organization. The three windows represent the
Tish said. “Our new name is easier to remember and is
past, present, and future, while also depicting three
also part of our history. It harkens back to 2006 when
Roman arches – consistent with PPC’s passion for
the Park Cities Historical Society, which was founded
architecture. And finally, the more traditional font ties
in 1982, joined with then Preservation Park Cities
the organization back to its roots.
and formed the Park Cities Historic and Preservation
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WELCOME
Dear Friends of the Park Cities,
Your support of Preservation Park Cities is vital to preserving community awareness regarding the
importance of protecting and promoting visual history along with architectural and cultural legacies
of the Park Cities. Please join us!
PPC membership benefits and activities are:
• Educational meetings during the year
• Landmarking events honoring significant homes for architectural, historical, or restoration merit
• PPC annual spring Virtual Home Tour
• Distinguished Speaker Luncheon with Ray Washburne
• Park Cities Car Show
• July 4th Parade and booth

Tish Key, PPC President

Order virtual Home Tour tickets
for a “link” to view the
Home Tour on May 7 and 8
www.preservationparkcities.org

The fundraising events that allow PPC to give back to the community are the
Distinguished Speaker Luncheon, Home Tour, and the Park Cities Car Show.

Funds raised help preserve and maintain:
• The Park Cities House at Dallas Heritage Village
• Support the PPC archives at the University Park Library
• Fund landmarking initiatives
• Award scholarships to Highland Park High School graduating seniors planning to study architecture or history
• Fund the Distinguished Chair for History at Highland Park High School.
Further membership information is available online www.preservationparkcities.org

Thank you for your desire to preserve and celebrate all the attributes that make the Park Cities an incomparable community
from an aesthetic, educational, and personal perspective.
Tish Key
President, 2021-2022, Preservation Park Cities

Amy Beale,
Home Tour Chair

Alisa Sell and Tish Key,
Luncheon Chairs

Polly and Dan McKeithen, Co-Chairs,
Park Cities Car Show

BOARD OF DIRECTORS 2021-2022
Officers
Tish Key
President
Burton Rhodes
President Elect
Alisa Sell
Secretary
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Alex Jodry
Treasurer
Jana Paul &
Polly McKeithen
Co-Chairmen

Directors
Cynthia Beaird
Amy Beale
Chris Boyd
Hon. Robert Clark
Suzie Curnes
Larry Good

Burton Rhodes
Venise Stuart
Hon. Joel Williams
Advisory Members
Michelle Adams
Pierce Allman
Hon. Taylor Armstrong

Joan Clark
John Cowden
Christina Dandar
Hon. Liz Farley
Bruce Harbour
Sarah Hardin
Al McClendon

Lauris Massa
Dan McKeithen
Kathy Myers
Dave Reichert
J. Michael Tibbals
Paul Willey
Executive Director
Deborah Brown

Distinguished Speaker Luncheon
DALLAS COUNTRY CLUB
Monday, October 17
11:30 a.m.
GUEST SPEAKER
Ray Washburne

LUNCHEON CHAIRS
Tish Key and Alisa Sell

Ray Washburne is the president of Highland Park Village, the oldest shopping center in the United
States and Dallas’ premier open-air shopping and dining destination. In 2009, Washburne and his wife
Heather, and Stephen and Elisa Summers purchased the landmark 80-year-old center and have taken
significant measures to protect, preserve and enhance its architectural and historical integrity.
Enormous projects include the completion of Building 100 on Preston Road in early 2019 when the
exterior was drastically modified to reflect the rest of Highland Park Village’s architectural style.
Aesthetic touches were incorporated into the building originally constructed in 1965, including Spanish
tile, wooden balconies, and other façade details. Along with newly installed fountains at the entrances
along Preston Road, an extensive resurfacing project to fully brick the parking lot is underway. That
effort includes curbless parking spaces and a charming red brick drive in place of asphalt.
Washburne is a native Dallasite, a graduate of Highland Park High School and Southern Methodist
University, and resides in the Highland Park neighborhood. He is the co-founder of Mi Cocina
restaurants and has served on many boards and commissions in Dallas and nationally.

PRESERVATION PARK CITIES
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HAL THOMSON
DALLAS ARCHITECTURAL LEGEND
by Tom Case

HAL THOMSON IS REMEMBERED FOR HIS HOMES THAT TODAY STAND
AS SENTINELS FOR A BYGONE ERA AND A REMARKABLE ARCHITECT
Henry “Hal” Bowers Thomson, one of the most sought
after residential architects in Dallas from 1908 to 1944,
was part of a very early Texas ranching family. In 1830
his great grandfather, Alexander Cromwell Robertson,
entered into a partnership with Sterling Robertson to
bring settlers to Robertson’s Colony in what was then
part of Mexico. Thomson arrived in Robertson’s Colony
in 1831, and the Thomsons remained as Texas became a
republic, then a state, then the seventh state of the old
confederacy and finally its return to the union.
Hal Thomson, born in 1882, received his undergraduate
degree from the University of Texas in 1902 and a
Masters Degree in Architecture from MIT. He was
trained in the Beaux-Arts tradition and traveled
extensively in Europe in the early 1900s studying
numerous architectural styles. Thomson arrived in
Dallas in 1907 at a time when the city’s economy was
booming and its wealthier residents were starting to
build homes in the styles of the great European homes.
Thomson quickly became part of Dallas society, and he
opened an architectural practice in Dallas in 1908. In
1914 Thomson married Geils Adoue who was a member
of one of Dallas’ socially prominent families. Her father
was Jean Baptiste Adoue, a Dallas merchant and one of
the founders of the National Bank of Commerce.
Given his training, study of European architectural styles
and his social connections, Hal Thomson became a
favorite architect of many of those in the Dallas social
set during what proved to be Dallas’ golden era for the
construction of stately homes. The majority of the homes
designed by Thomson were in the Park Cities and on
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Swiss Avenue. Thomson designed some of the most
elegant homes of the day in a variety of styles, including
Tudor, Georgian, Colonial Revival, Neoclassical,
Italianate, Spanish Revival and French Revival. Many
of the homes were palatial in size, such as the Georgian
style home of George Lee at 6801 Baltimore, the Tudor
home of Leonard Volk at 6920 Turtle Creek Boulevard,
the Spanish Revival home of Harry Harlan at 4201
Armstrong Parkway and the Neoclassical home of
Orville Thorp at 4908 Lakeside. Other homes were
more modest in size, including the Colonial Revival
home Thomson designed for himself at 3925 Potomac
and James Elliott’s Colonial Revival home across the
street at 3926 Potomac.
Thomson was known for mixing styles within the houses
he designed, such as the residence at 5314 Swiss Avenue
that has been described as “a gleaming confection of
Georgian, Neoclassical and Italianate elements.” He
also included practical features in homes that took into
account the Texas climate, such as sleeping porches,
French doors and casement windows. Other homes,
including the Volk home on Turtle Creek Boulevard, were
only one room deep, which allowed for more light and
breezes in its rooms.
Homes designed by Thomson remain in high demand
today. Their owners hold onto them, but when one
does go onto the market, it is identified as a Thomson
home. While Thomson also designed commercial
buildings, such as the Cotton Exchange Building, he is
remembered for his homes that today stand as sentinels
for a bygone era and a remarkable architect.

3925 Potomac Avenue

4908 Lakeside Drive

4201 Armstrong Parkway

6801 Baltimore Drive

Photo credit: Larry Good

6920 Turtle Creek Boulevard

PRESERVATION PARK CITIES
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Photo credit: Gittings

Venise & Larry Stuart
proudly support the mission
of Preservation Park Cities
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DAVID DIKE FINE ART
David Dike Fine Art is Excited to Announce We Are Moving!
The gallery was established in 1986 in the Arts District of Uptown Dallas and is moving to a NEW
LOCATION in Alpha Plaza near Alpha Road and Inwood Road. Visit our website for more information.
DAVID DIKE FINE ART
We specialize in late 19th and 20th century
American and European paintings with an
emphasis on the Texas Regionalists and Texas
Landscape painters. The gallery provides a
compilation of traditional and distinctive art
for both the beginning and mature collector.

DAVID DIKE FINE ART
TEXAS ART AUCTION
David Dike Fine Art celebrated our 25th
Anniversary of the Texas Art Auction in
October 2021 with an auction that featured
over 450 lots and grossed $2.25 million.

everett spruce (am. 1908-2002), Night in West Texas, 1940, oil on masonite, 18 x 24 inches

Over 90% of the lots sold. Highlights include
a new auction record for Everett Spruce with
the sale of Prairie Night – Eclipse of the Moon,
1970 selling for $120,000. The auction has
become a tradition Texas Art enthusiasts
anticipate each year.

OUR ANNUAL
TEXAS ART AUCTION
WILL BE HELD
OCTOBER 15th, 2022

o u r n e w l o c at i o n :

4887 Alpha Rd., Suite 210, Farmers Branch, TX 75244
214-720-4044 • info@daviddike.com • www.daviddike.com

reveau bassett (am. 1897-1981), Morning on the Marsh, oil on canvas, 25 x 30 inches

PRESERVATION PARK CITIES
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THE ROCCHIO HOME
3722 GILLON AVENUE
BY JOAN CLARK

Completed in 1916, this Classical Revival residence is a stunning
example of the preeminent architect Hal Thomson’s talent.
Only the fourth family to own this landmark home, The Rocchio
Family made a conscious decision at the onset of their project
to preserve and protect the character of the architecture. Jan
Showers spearheaded the interior design, and Ralph Duesing
assisted with the architectural renovation.
Originally built for Dallas attorney Samuel Leake, the home is a
hybrid design that includes a symmetrical facade with subdued
Italian Renaissance detailing. Unique Ionic columns form three
bays at the one-story front porch entrance. Three Palladian
windows with fluted columns above the porch reinforce this
feature. Rich entablature along with medallions and quoins
add to the elegant exterior. Mature live oak trees compliment
the scale of the architecture and create plenty of shade on the
south facing front lawn.
The sunlit oversized entry-area is accented by a grand sweeping
staircase; this central axis allows access to the formal and
intimate areas of the home. Crowning the staircase is a large
Palladian window. The entry light-fixture is a Barovier Venetian
glass masterpiece. Timeless original hardware adds another
layer of authenticity. A surprise vestibule in the entry leads into
a sparkling powder room with mirrored antique sconces and
vintage ceiling light fixture.
The original scale of the living room easily accommodates two
seating areas. At the north end is a cozy area by the original
fireplace with marble surround. The ornate fireplace with fluted
ionic columns is complemented by beautiful artwork – enriching
the fresh modern treatment. Extensive millwork is also a
trademark throughout all the formal areas.
French doors lead into a dramatic bar area which adjoins the
office. Two custom cream-tufted leather banquettes provide
corner seating against a rich brown interior. Custom mirrored
cocktail tables, mirrored walls, and a bona fide bar weave a
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Hollywood flair into a masculine setting. Another set of French
doors with a circle arc transom window lead outside to a patio
with ornate ironwork and a well-positioned putting green.
The east wing of the house culminates with a sunroom filled
with transom casement windows. Original two-toned green
mosaic tile replicates the tile on the front porch. A highly
lacquered white bamboo table joins woven easy-chairs in a
most delightful way. This room is a favorite – due to proximity
to the kitchen, views of the pool area, and the natural light
streaming in from the abundant windows.
The kitchen was completely reworked and is now functional
for a family that loves to entertain. White Carrara marble was
selected for the immense center island and an adjoining wine
closet was added. An original rear staircase, here in the heart of
the house, is a nice convenience for this family of five.
The kitchen opens into a comfortable den filled with all the
amenities important for modern family life. Sliding glass doors
light the path to the near-by pool. Other perspectives give view
to the massive centennial trees in the surrounding landscape.
The kitchen stairwell leads all the way up to a third-floor room
with a vaulted beamed ceiling, original wide-plank pine floors,
and three adorable window seats tucked into separate dormers.
The Rocchio family, to their credit, understood the significance
of the architecture represented in this incomparable residence –
and they are not the first homeowners to appreciate and
preserve it. Previous owners, the Baldwin Family and the Butt
Family, were recognized by Preservation Park Cities with a
special award still visible on the sidewalk outside the residence.
And passed down to the current owners were legacy documents
including deeds and photographs which all provide interesting
historical context. With care, attention to detail, and sensitivity,
they have mixed luxury and livability into their refreshing update
to this iconic Highland Park home.

YEAR BUILT

1916

H O M E OW N E R S
LISA AND JOHN ROCCHIO

SPONSORED BY

The Rhodes Group is proud to support the Preservation
Park Cities Home Tour. After all, we grew up here and
care about the neighborhoods where we live and work.
Our group has been immersed in the ebbs and flows of
the Park Cities real estate market for decades. And
when you’re mentored by one of Dallas’ real estate
icons, it tends to rub off. So if you’re thinking of selling,
or just can’t decide, give us a call. We provide honest
assessment and key insights you just can’t get
elsewhere. It’s not just a slogan.
WE KNOW YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD.
5960 Berkshire Lane
7 th Floor
Dallas, TX 75225

214.520.4422
info@TheRhodesGroup.com
TheRhodesGroup.com
PRESERVATION PARK CITIES
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THE HARPER HOME
4305 LORRAINE AVENUE
BY JOAN CLARK

Arguably one of the finest examples of Tudor architecture in
Dallas, 4305 Lorraine was built in 1929 by legendary architects
Fooshee and Cheek. Left in its original state, the entire facade
of the home is a panorama of layered and complex masonry
and stone craftsmanship. Clad primarily in Oklahoma
fieldstone and SMU brick, the triple basket weave, herringbone,
and running bond brick patterns are attention grabbers.
Couple those design elements with the half timbering, a unique
plaster and stone chimney, and intricate corbeling details and
the result is this stately masterpiece. A main front facing gable
accentuates the Gothic arch stone surround encircling the
original carved English oak and leaded glass front door.

cradle sitting by a living room window. Each one of the four
Harper children as well as the grandchildren have been rocked
in this baby bed. A large breakfront in the dining room holds
antique Canton and Nanking blue and white Chinese export
porcelains. Both the cradle and the breakfront were gifts from
Laurie’s parents.
The extended gallery entry is a gateway to the rest of the
home. Here in the gallery are many of the artworks Laurie and
John acquired on trips to France. A solid oak curving staircase
appears in the middle of the home; and what a surprise to
find the turret in this English home located in an understated
location. The staircase has original turned balusters and carved
newel post. Three leaded glass windows are prominently
positioned in the turret.

Five layers of raked brick and a stone Roman arch emphasize
the door. Another highlight is the prominent oriel window.
The leaded glass windows and door treatment defy
description. Boxed bay windows across the front elevation add Bobby Clark supervised the Harpers’ renovation project to
modernize the kitchen and bathrooms. Expanding the kitchen
additional interest.
and inclusion of a breakfast area, fireplace, white marble
countertops, and windows kept this important area functional
Dr. John and Laurie Harper purchased the home in 1989 and
are now the fourth owners of this special treasure. The vestibule and connected to the den. The spacious den is decorated
with warm colors and adjoins a large brick patio embraced by
entry has original multi-colored slate tile flooring and contains
towering oak trees.
both a coat and a designated mail/telephone closet. There is
also a companion glass and iron door that allows the front door
The master suite has an oversized sitting area with a fireplace.
to remain open and welcome guests. The Harpers’ goal was
Fittingly, the bed is placed in the area that was once the sleeping
to honor the original architectural splendor of the home and
porch. A third floor provides another bedroom that is a family
proceed with updates that were functional and useful. Their
favorite. Sloped ceilings add charm and make it the perfect
first decision was to remove the mint green carpet covering the
place to nap on a rainy afternoon.
floors in the formal areas! Beneath the carpet and linoleum,
they discovered beautiful tiger’s eye oak floors with walnut pegs. Once in the backyard, it is evident that the exquisite masonry
Both the living room and dining rooms span the front of the
house. Unusual rectangular pane leaded glass windows flood
the rooms with light. The gracious living room contains original
book cases that showcase Laurie’s blue and white porcelains
from the Hatcher Collection. Laurie inherited a love of antiques
and the home is filled with finds from Europe as well as Round
Top, Texas. One special heirloom is the carved walnut baby
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detail continues. What a rarity to find a home that was
meticulously designed for a 360 degree perspective. The
Harpers considered enclosing the beautiful porch on the east
end of the home but realized it would compromise the unusual
pillow topped stone columns and Gothic arches. Their restraint
and passion for preservation is reflected throughout this
significant landmark residence.

YEAR BUILT

1929

H O M E OW N E R S
LAURIE AND DR. JOHN HARPER

SPONSORED BY

PROUD TO SUPPORT
PRESERVATION PARK CITIES
As both current and past PPC Board members,
we are honored to sponsor a home for the
Preservation Park Cities Historic Home Tour!
We are committed to preserving the quality and
character of the Park Cities and to exceeding our
clients’ expectations with hard work, integrity,
attention to detail and unparalleled knowledge of
the Park Cities and Dallas real estate markets.
Cynthia H. Beaird
Senior Exec VP/
Founding Partner
& Top Producer
cbeaird@beaird.com
214.797.1167

Christine McKenny
Senior Exec VP/
Top Producer
christine_mckenny@yahoo.com
214.662.7758
PRESERVATION PARK CITIES
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THE HALBARDIER HOME
3717 MAPLEWOOD AVENUE
BY JOAN CLARK

Tucked away behind a wall of greenery, a winding path leads
to a timeless modern architectural jewel. Built in 1964 by
commercial specialists, Pratt Fox & Henderson construction
company, this home is a study in contemporary detail and
craftsmanship. Current owner Alex Halbardier fell in love the
moment she saw the eleven foot front door with glass panel
lights by Octavio Medellín. The interior walls are brick and
Honduran mahogany. Small bronze studs in the wooden walls
coupled with masonry details over the door frames speak to
the artisanal elements found throughout this home. Original
stained brick floors complete the interior.

open to an organic deck which binds the front to the rear
section of the home. This outside space still has an original
corner fountain.

Adjacent to the kitchen is a breakfast area with a courtyard.
To this point, every room has a courtyard! Sliding glass doors

preservation for not only both families, but also an event the
entire community can celebrate.

One wing of the home contains three bedrooms. A floating
box shelf was original to one bedroom wall and prompted
the owners to replicate it in all three bedrooms. This provided
the opportunity to introduce lots of color. Extensive storage
and closet spaces are original to the home and demonstrate
the exceptional quality of the carpentry. Another special
detail preserved in the bathrooms is the hand cut mosaic tile
countertops and floor to ceiling tile work above the tubs. An
oversized map of the world still decorates the hall wall. This
The hallmark of this home is the living and dining room spaces
with 16 foot ceilings. Wonderful stained beams slip into masonry wing of the house dead ends into a spacious playroom with
access to the yard. The Halbardiers did add a powder room for
niches and accent the clerestory. A soaring fireplace anchors
one end of the living room. Embedded in another wall are small the play room and decorated it with a bold, bright wallpaper
compatible with mid century design.
stained glass panels that complement the colorful glass panels
located at the entrance. The expansive living and dining rooms
The master is large and livable with an entire wall of floor
are separated by a stained mahogany wall that would thrill a
to ceiling windows that view a bamboo garden. Original
Lego lover. The bar and media systems are seamlessly hidden
bedside tables and chest were repainted. Although the master
within. The game table in the living area is surrounded by
bath was reworked, it has the personality and feeling of the
vintage McGuire rawhide and rattan club chairs.
original design.
Previous owners, the Hochstim family, generously parted with
Keenly aware of the interplay between the home and
the original mahogany buffet and dining room table that were
landscape, the Halbardiers embarked on a project to create an
designed for this area. Mid century Texas art by Otis Dozier,
outdoor living room with a fire pit. Towering trees were saved
Cynthia Brants, Emily Guthrie Smith, and a large botanical
and new ones added to provide a lovely setting.
canvas enhance the mood. Corky Cunningham assisted with
the renovation project. Two new casements were created
This story would be incomplete without mentioning the
to enhance the flow between the dining room and kitchen.
warm relationship that developed between the Hochstim
Painstakingly reconstructed for livability, the sleek new kitchen
and Halbardier families. Vintage photos of the home
has bronze aluminum cabinets. The repetition of masonry
confirm what true stewards the Halbardier family has been in
details, and retention of the original skylights disguise the age
executing their vision and honoring the past. An impressive
of the renovation. One show stopping change was the addition 1968 architectural award is still prominently displayed in
of a massive window that overlooks a green oasis. This forms a the entrance area. Transferring this architectural gem to a
perfect bookend for the botanical art work in the living room.
family who cherishes it is a wonderful expression of historical
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YEAR BUILT

1964

H O M E OW N E R S
ALEXANDRA AND FORD HALBARDIER

SPONSORED BY

PROUD SPONSOR OF PRESERVATION PARK CITIES
Avon Dry Cleaners is a family-owned and family-run dry cleaning and laundry service since
1968… Same Owners. Same Locations. We have been committed to exceeding the
expectations of our local Park Cities families and DFW Metroplex for over 50 years.
Avon Cleaners is proud to be your full-service valet dry cleaners at your home or office.

4347 Lovers Lane, Dallas TX 75225
6301 Hillcrest Ave, Dallas, TX 75205

214.521.4803
service@avoncleaner.com
PRESERVATION PARK CITIES
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THE PETIT HOME
4311 ARCADY AVENUE
BY JOAN CLARK

Architect George Marble designed the French Chateauesque
home at 4311 Arcady, and this project clearly illustrates his favorite
style. It strains the imagination to realize this was a spec home built
for Dines & Kraft in 1937. From the hipped roof pavilions to the
octagonal turret, the architectural detail in the roof design alone
is a marvel. Brick detailing under the eaves and the heavy timber
Juliet balconies with gridded railing reflect the influence of iconic
architect Charles Dilbeck, who was once Marble’s partner.
A mix of Gothic and Roman archtreatments to windows and
doors creates a romantic visual feast.
Open the original carved oak door and the story begins. The
Petits purchased the home in 2018 from the Leo Corrigan family
and became only the third owners. Repositioning the garage to
the rear and adding a walled courtyard were some of the graceful
updates the Corrigans accomplished. The transfer of the home
was the end of an era, but the Corrigans happily realized that the
Petits were dedicated preservationists. Already under their belt
was a restoration project mere blocks away on Beverly Drive.
The dramatic entry follows the lines of the turret. A custom green
velvet entry seat melts into the intricate millwork that frames
the stairwell with its painted black treads and white risers. The
addition of antique stained glass mirrors and trim molding gives
the space depth and light. Converting the breakfast room to an
extension of the entry allows the exterior landscape to have an
immediate impact. The Petits added a bank of windows and used
high gloss white paint on the walls; the flooring is a walnut French
parquet pattern. Overhead a beautifully lacquered ceiling mimics
the sky and blends in with the views to the pool.
Deep crown molding and gracious dimensions make the living
room a special retreat. The owners added a custom Gracie wall
mural and mirror opposite. A special highlight is the exquisite
brocade drapery that originally hung in the penthouse suite at
the Stoneleigh Hotel. With the help of designer Shelley Johnston,
Courtney made the drapery the touchstone of her furniture and
accessory selections.
A graceful step up leads into the dining room with views to the
pool and cabana areas. Corner china cabinets crowned with
superb shell adornments are perfect for this family’s extensive
linen, china, and silver collections. Courtney inherited a love of
antiques; so, her mother’s sideboard, dining table, and chandelier
are special artifacts dear to the family. Antique chairs painted
white and a photo from the Maidstone Club add a modern flair.
A sun room opens up the east side of the house. Beautiful millwork
14
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and lattice work were added along with large new windows. The
Slim Aarons photograph of tennis players is a shout out to the
older daughter.
Exiting the entry to the west is a hallway that leads to the den and
kitchen. The original garage, converted years before into a den,
is covered with warm shades of green and provides a cozy family
space. Original hardware and leaded glass windows are in tact.
Expanding the kitchen by eight feet resulted in a new breakfast
area with corner banquette seating.
The stunning solarium area provides a display opportunity for
their extensive collection of blue and white porcelains. Once a
working green house, Courtney elected to utilize this space as a
place for both plants and porcelains. The large Serena & Lily table
with antique bamboo chairs invites guests to sit down and enjoy
views of the lion fountain and pool.
Upstairs are three bedrooms en suite and a master suite. Courtney
and Charlie did a total renovation of the master and screened
porch to create new closets, dressing, and sitting areas. The
master bedroom was originally a playroom, and the eye-catching
vaulted conical beamed ceiling appears to have Dilbeck scale
and influence. A former bedroom was repurposed to form a new
dressing area with elements inspired by the Bristol Hotel in Paris.
Filled with antiques, vintage fabrics ,and linens, both of the girls’
charming bedrooms have coffered ceilings. The vintage square
bath tub was a “must keep”.
Brian Swallen supervised the extensive pool and landscape
project. Mercifully, they saved the enormous oak tree and made
it an axis for the home and pool area. From the Greek key pool
tile which pays homage to Courtney’s Greek heritage to the
custom wicker planters, each element was chosen with purpose.
The entertainment area includes two dining areas, a bar,
television, and grill. And the pink ostrich chairs at one table are
not to be missed!
The numerous architectural and interior design features in this
home are simply indescribable. What a study in scale, proportion,
and charm 4311 Arcady represents. Personal and custom touches
can transform historic homes in the most remarkable ways. This
story has a happy ending due to the wise choices, passion, and
appreciation of the caretakers who have adored living in this
unique home designed and created by a talented architect and a
renowned builder.

YEAR BUILT

1937

H O M E OW N E R S
COURTNEY AND CHARLIE PETIT

SPONSORED BY

Methodist Dallas Medical Center is proud to provide compassionate, quality healthcare for Park Cities’
families. Methodist offers several local options to care for your entire family, including the Methodist Park
Cities Clinic, and our family health center and concierge medicine locations in Preston Hollow, Uptown,
and Oak Lawn. Methodist Dallas has one of the highest levels of maternal and neonatal care and is a
Baby-Friendly Designated birth facility, providing lactation support to new moms. Plus, coming soon, look
for a newly renovated Breast Center. Learn more by scanning here with your phone.

Methodist Health System
Stacy Covitz
Vice President Marketing
& Public Relations

214.947.4494
stacycovitz@mhd.com
methodisthealthsystem.org

PRESERVATION PARK CITIES
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WELCOME TO THE COUNTRY CLUB FOR GEARHEADS™
- Valet parking with unlimited in-and-out privileges

- 55,000 sq ft of climate-controlled storage

- In-house wash bays and detailing service

- Lifts available for reservation

- Private member’s lounge

- Food & drink by Derby restaurant

- Conference room and shared workspaces

- Private card room

- Special events, classes, and meet-ups

- Door-to-door transport service

- Cigar Lounge & Game Room

- Weekly Cars and Brunch Event

INQUIRE ABOUT MEMBERSHIP
dallasinfo@theshopclubs.com

www.theshopclubs.com | 469-780-9234
9100 John W. Carpenter Freeway Dallas, TX 75247
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THE BEST LIKES ARE ANALOG

Insurance. Valuation. Membership. DriveShare™
Drive with us. 682.219.5206 | Nolan Eberl-Coe | neberl@hagerty.com

Vehicle make and model names and logos are property of their respective owners and their inclusion does not imply sponsorship of or affiliation with Hagerty or any of its products or services. Hagerty
Insurance Agency, LLC, provides insurance and determines final risk acceptance. Membership and DriveShare are provided by non-insurance affiliates of The Hagerty Group, LLC. Hagerty, the H Gear
Shift Logo, HAGERTY. FOR PEOPLE WHO LOVE CARS, and DRIVESHARE BY HAGERTY are registered or common law trademarks of The Hagerty Group, LLC. ©2018 The Hagerty Group, LLC.
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“If I only had more time.”

Preservation Park Cities is asking members of the community and past Car Show participants to share thoughts about car culture
or stories of their relationship with automobiles over the years. JASON MORSKI is a current Park Cities resident, having recently
relocated to Texas from New York, and found in the pandemic an opportunity to press ahead with a dormant project.
“If I only had more time.”
Those 6 simple words are the battle cry for procrastinators, the
mental Kryptonite to productivity, and 6 words I was using far too
often prior to 2020. Sure, life gets complicated, and we can quickly
get overwhelmed with family, careers, social events. But those 6
simple words can keep us from living out our dreams, searching for
new adventures, or finishing long term projects.
Enter Covid-19. Although this pandemic has been devastating, it
has led to a broad restructuring of routine and left many of us with
something wished we’d had more of, time. Working from home
meant no commute, social distancing meant fewer events, travel
restrictions meant less time away, and zoom meetings meant no
getting ready for work (think half-suits). We had time to travel by
car or motorhome to National Parks, time to move or to renovate
homes, and, for lovers of classic cars, time to finish that project that
seemed to have no end. For me personally it meant finishing the
ground up restoration of a 1976 911s that began in 2016 but had
stalled as I ran out of that scarcest resource of all, time.
I began chasing down re-finished and
restored parts and found circumstances
with suppliers similar to my own revised
routine. Many of the artisans in the small
cottage industry of restoring old Porsche
components were running ahead of
schedule. What was once considered a badge of honor or pride to
be overloaded with work, with phrases like “I’m 12-18 months out”
or “you may want to find someone else” were now being replaced
by “when do you need them” and “your parts are next”. In some
cases parts taking months or years to complete were now ready or
ahead of schedule as these businesses also found themselves with
18
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more time to clear customer demand. I had seats in San Diego that
were almost finished, an engine in Huntington Beach, a gearbox in
Phoenix, wheels in Oroville, Ca, and window frames in Boston. This
project had become more of an exercise in logistics and patience
than assembly and joy; however, I was eager to turn that around.
As the components came in, it was time to run full speed ahead on
nights and weekends pushing toward completion. After nearly 18
months waiting for the engine to be completed, and 5 years after its
removal, it was now time to re-unite the car with its powerplant.
In May of 2020 I spent several days with the help of friends and other
Porsche enthusiasts making sure all was correct and double checking
everything before turning the key. It was finally time to start the
engine, so with a twist of the key it started turning, turning, cough,
still turning and vroom! For a few seconds time was standing still,
but it was finally back to life! Instant gratification which turned into
relief as it continued to run, without any leaks and slowly came up to
full operating temperature. This project, which at times seemed like
it had slowed to a crawl, was now a living, breathing car again.
When a vehicle goes through a full restoration, the first engine
start changes the nature of the project from static to dynamic. New
anticipation and momentum emerge helping move things across the
finish line. The car made its maiden voyage around the parking lot in
June and was back on the road and ready to roll in November 2020.
We spent the next few months showing the car and working out the
bugs while driving it a few more miles each trip. Slowly confidence
in its reliability was increasing, and with each passing drive the focus
was less on the car, and more on the open roads. We found some
great driving not far from Dallas, and enjoyed these tours without
the rigors of heavy traffic.

Owning and driving classic cars creates different feelings for
different people. It may be a car that’s always been on a bucket
list, one that offers a flashback to high school or has some other
sentimental significance, or just provides a visceral, positive driving
experience. Classic cars have surged in both popularity and value
over the past 2 years. Each year more classics, which now includes
production dates into the 1990’s, are being found, restored and are
either back on the road or available for purchase.

A lot of the same things can be said for homes in the Park Cities.
Demand is high, inventory low, construction costs have surged, and
interest rates may increase over time. This creates challenges that
hopefully leads to more sympathetic restoration and preservation of
beautiful homes in lieu of new construction. Only time will tell. For
us the end of one project naturally creates the beginning of another
as we begin the early stages of renovating & preserving our 1925
Highland Park home. Here’s to restoration and preservation!

THANKS TO THE PARK CITIES CAR SHOW SPONSORS & SUPPORTERS

Join Us! Sat., April 23, 2022 • 10am - 3pm • Open to the public • Burleson Park • 3000 University Blvd.
TITLE SPONSOR
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Proud sponsor of the
6th Annual Park Cities Car Show

• Two-Way Radio Sales

• BDAs - In Building Coverage
for Emergency Responders
214-365-0933

|

mhztech.com

GOLD CHANNEL PARTNER
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• Wide-Area Radio Coverage
for DFW
• Two-Way Radio Repairs

FOLLOW ME
TO THE

PARK CITIES
CAR SHOW
Saturday,
April 23, 2022

WA
Y

HILLCREST BLVD

urbanteamdallas.com
972.407. 2591

RT

HC

EN

TR

AL

EX

PR

ESS

UNIVERSITY BLVD

NO

SMU

The URBAN Team is a proud sponsor of the
2022 Park Cities Car Show.

3000 University Park

From left to right: Trey Bounds, Robin Brock Webster,
Mary Alice Garrison, Kyle Crews, Ani Nosnik,
Moriah Lovett and Sanders Avrea.

Free and Open to the public.

Burleson Park

10AM—3PM

Not intended as solicitation of properties currently listed with another broker. Information contained herein is believed to be correct but not guaranteed. Offering made subject to errors, omissions,
change of price, prior sale or withdrawal without notice.
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The

TOP 100:
IDENTIFYING THE MOST ARCHITECTURALLY
SIGNIFICANT HISTORIC HOUSES IN THE PARK CITIES
by Larry Good

Likely never before in the history of Highland Park and
University Park have as many historic, architecturally
significant homes been razed as in the past decade. There
are currently no preservation ordinances or other legal
restrictions in either municipality which serve to protect our
historic houses from being lost to demolition.
The mission of Preservation Park Cities is to celebrate and
preserve the history, architecture, aesthetics and cultural
traditions of the Park Cities. Thirty-five years ago, the
organization instituted a landmark designation program
which (upon permission of the owner) puts a bronze plaque
prominently on display near the front door of homes deemed
worthy of preservation. Although this designation flatters
the homeowner and draws attention to the architectural
quality of the house, it carries no legal power to dissuade
future razing of the home, and many of the houses so
honored have been lost.
WHY ARE SO MANY DEMOLITIONS
HAPPENING NOW?
In cities of rapidly escalating values with limited supply and
high demand, where land values far outstrip the value of
the physical improvements built on the lot, it is hard for real
estate economics to work in favor of preservation. Such is
the case in Highland Park and University Park, where on
one hand (good news!), families of means from outside the
area move in to enjoy our excellent schools and wonderful
quality of life. But on the other hand (bad news!), they have
little knowledge or appreciation of the historic architecture
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they have bought into, and too often the house is quickly
demolished because it doesn’t offer the features they seek. In
houses built 50-80 years ago, we won’t find a tall-ceilinged
great room with combined family, dining and kitchen space,
a first floor primary bedroom suite with “his and hers”
closets and bathrooms larger than the bedroom itself, and
a basement level wine cellar and media room. Starting in
the early 1980’s, through roughly 1995, much of the more
affordable housing stock in University Park was demolished
and whole blocks of that city were rebuilt. During the last
15 years, due to a great increase in family wealth, that
trend has moved to streets with large lots we believed to be
immune from such a transition. Now families who want to
live on Lakeside Drive, Armstrong Parkway and Beverly, or in
the Volk Estates can justify a decision to tear down and start
over, building exactly what they want.
Therefore, in the summer of 2020, the Board of Preservation
Park Cities hatched an idea which would serve to focus the
preservation efforts of the organization proactively on the
very best of the best…those houses which are truly most
reflective of the rich history of the communities. Having had
the recent success of saving the treasured Elbert Williams
residence at 3805 McFarlin because of direct, focused
strategies, the organization believed that it was necessary
to identify the “Top 100” to create the agenda for the
organization moving forward. Former Highland Park Mayor
Joel Williams, also a Preservation Park Cities board member,
suggested, “We not only need to know our top 100…we
need to know our Top 40, and even our Top 10! If we don’t
focus, we’ll lose them all one by one!”

IMPORTANT HOUSE SAVED

3805 McFarlin - The Elbert Williams House

PERFECT EXAMPLE OF TOP 100 HOUSE

3444 University - the Philip Wise House

PRESERVATION PARK CITIES
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IMPORTANT HISTORIC HOMES LOST

CRITERIA USED TO DETERMINE THE TOP 100

When I accepted the assignment to chair the committee
which would do the research and create the list, I sought
advice from noted architect, historian and author Willis
Winters. In 2008, the Friends of the Highland Park Library
sponsored the publication of Great American Suburbs:
The Homes of the Park Cities. This is a fine history of the
physical development of the Park Cities and its architecture,
authored by Winters, along with Virginia McAlester and
Prudence Mackintosh. Willis told me to start by reviewing
which houses were illustrated by photographs in his
book, because these were the ones that team of authors
deemed to be the most significant. To my dismay, as I
studied, I learned that since 2008, more than 50 houses
photographed for the book have been demolished, including
the home on the dust jacket cover (4300 Rheims Place)!
Among the most critical losses was Trammell and Margaret
Crow’s house at 4500 Preston Road, designed by C.D. Hill
in 1912, which was demolished by new owner Andy Beal,
and subsequently sold as a vacant lot. Also lost were two
of our most important mid-century masterpieces: a rare
remaining O’Neil Ford-designed house, (the Penson House
at 3756 Armstrong), sold at auction, then demolished
speculatively and also marketed as a vacant lot; and the
Hexter House at 3616 Crescent, designed by E.G. Hamilton
(architect of NorthPark) in 1967. At the Hexter House, in
addition to the demolition of the house itself, 15 mature
trees were unnecessarily uprooted two years in advance
of construction, most of which did not encroach on the
footprint of the subsequent house. Not only do we lose great
architecture, we frequently lose the important shade and
beauty provided by the canopies of 50-100 year old trees.

In development of the Top 100 list, it was necessary to
establish criteria that could be used to judge the merits of
the houses. The first two criteria were mandatory qualities.
In keeping with the definition of “historic properties” used
by the National Register of Historic Places, the house
must be at least 50 years old in order to be listed. Houses
constructed in 1971 are now eligible. Second, the streetfacing façade of the house must have its historic character
intact. That is, any renovations or additions cannot have
substantially altered the original architecture as viewed
from the street. An important point to make here is that in
order to suit today’s modern lifestyles, houses are frequently
renovated or expanded in the rear to create those generous
family living spaces, large kitchens or primary bedroom
suites without altering the street-facing character. A perfect
example of this approach is the significant expansion of one
of our “Top 10” houses, the SMU Bishop Mouzon house of
1916 at 3444 University Boulevard, which the Philip Wise
family enlarged substantially and yet perfectly restored the
original formal spaces in the front half of the house.

More recently, four houses destined for the “Top 40” list
were razed. Architect Hal Thomson’s stunning 1919 Neoclassical home at 3800 Beverly was razed in December of
2021, as was 4400 Belfort Place, a rare Fooshee & Cheek
neo-classical from 1938, and 4593 Belfort Place, a Luther
Sadler-designed 1937 Streamline Moderne house, (one
of only three of that style remaining in the Park Cities). A
month before, a beautifully-detailed Prairie-style home from
circa 1920, in original condition at 4001 Miramar was lost.
The most heartbreaking recent loss was in the summer of
2021, when a home by O’Neil Ford, designed for the cofounder of Texas Instruments Cecil Green, (3908 Lexington,
1962) was demolished. That elegant regional Texas modern
house was on our “Top 10” list.
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Seven additional criteria were used to “score” the houses
which were under consideration for the list:
1.	
The house might be among the best work by one of
Dallas’ most revered residential architects. When
asked which architects belong in this elite circle and
who were particularly active in the Park Cities, I would
suggest (in chronological order) Hal Thomson, Anton
Korn, C.D. Hill, Bertram Hill, Fooshee & Cheek, David R.
Williams, Hal Yoakum, Charles Stevens Dilbeck, O’Neil
Ford, Enslie “Bud” Oglesby and Frank Welch as our
most prominent. The best houses by these architects are
featured prominently on the list.
2.	
The house might be an exemplary example of its
architectural style. The Park Cities is blessed to have
textbook examples of the fashionable architectural styles
from 1910 to the present day. Again in chronological
order, the Top 100 list features the very best of Prairie,
Craftsman, Colonial Revival, Neo-Classical, Tudor,
Mediterranean, Italianate, French Renaissance, Regional
Texas Modern, Moderne, Ranch and Mid-Century
Contemporary.

IMPORTANT HOMES LOST

3800 Beverly razed in December 2021

4400 Belfort razed in December 2021

4001 Miramar razed in December 2021

3908 Lexington razed in summer 2021

3616 Crescent razed in 2017

3756 Armstrong razed in 2016
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3. T
 he house may have an association with a prominent
person or family in the history of Dallas and the Park
Cities. For instance, among the houses on the list are
the former homes of Governor William P. Clements,
philanthropists Karl Hoblitzelle and Leland Fikes, retailer
and developer Leonard Volk, oil man Everett DeGolyer,
and the Highland Park developer Hugh Prather.
4. T
 he house may be among the earliest of a style or type
or be innovative in the use of certain materials or a
special architectural feature. Two important examples
of this criterion are the houses by David R. Williams at
4408 St. Johns and 3805 McFarlin which pioneered the
Texas Regional Modern movement, in which houses were
designed for our climate and sense of place, rather than
an imitation of European styles.
5.	
The house may be a “rare breed”…one of the last of its
kind in the Park Cities. For example, there are only two
Streamline Moderne houses remaining in the Park Cities,
both dating from 1936-37 following the introduction of
that style to Dallas at the Texas Centennial. And both
are of distinctive quality.
6.	The house may be a part of a special “district” or
an intact blockface which has consistent integrity.
We have identified two clusters of homes to which this
criterion applies. At the corner of Shenandoah and
Douglas in University Park there exist four of architect
Charles Stevens Dilbeck’s finest houses, all in original
condition. And across from Connor Park in the 4200
and 4300 blocks of Lakeside Drive is a perfectly intact
blockface of spectacular original homes, four by Anton
Korn and one by Clyde Griesenbeck. It is especially
important to preserve these groupings.
7.	
The landscaped setting of the house may be of great
excellence. One of the best examples of this criteria is
the home at 4606 St. Johns Avenue by Bud Oglesby in
1964. This regional Texas contemporary house is tucked
well back from the street with a narrow circular drive
winding within a lush landscape of both high tree canopy
and understory screening. Nearby, two houses from the
mid-1920’s by Thomson & Swaine at 3505 and 3507
Crescent form an ensemble perched 15 feet above the
street with terraced landscaping and stone walls and
steps of great beauty and atmosphere. The houses are
valuable, but their setting is what makes them “Top 40”
material.
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PROPOSING MUNICIPAL ORDINANCES
TO PROTECT THE TOP 100
Preservation Park Cities intends to use this list of our finest
architecturally significant, historic houses as a tool in
discussions with both the Town of Highland Park and the City
of University Park about the possible creation of three new
ordinances which might serve to create effective disincentives
toward the demolition of the houses. The first of these
ordinances would require that the owner of a listed house
could not file for a demolition permit without concurrently
filing a building permit for the replacement house. Not only
would this stop “speculative” demolitions, where a house
is demolished by a custom home builder in order to market
a vacant lot for a “build-to-suit”, but it would also serve to
eliminate demolitions for combining lots simply to create large
side yards for pools or play yards.
The second proposed ordinance is called a demolition delay
ordinance. The language of this ordinance would allow any
interested citizen of HP or UP to pay a small fee and call for
a 45-day or 60-day delay to an application for demolition
of a listed house to create a brief cooling-off period in which
discussions could be held with the property owner to explore
alternative solutions to the proposed demolition. The new
owner could be educated about the historic value and
architectural significance of the home and/or the prominence
of the architect. And options for preservation of the streetfacing façade while making major additions in the rear could
be explored.
Finally, the third ordinance would be crafted to protect
existing heritage trees of significant size (24 caliper-inch
trunks and above, for instance) on a lot where a listed
house is being demolished. A tree survey would be required to
accompany the application for a demolition permit, and
the demolition plan would show the location and canopy size
of heritage trees and commit to protect them unless they fall
within the footprint of the replacement house. This would
serve to eliminate unnecessary destruction of our largest trees.
Ultimately the solution to the ongoing problem of demolition
of architecturally significant historic houses in the Park Cities
will come from a combination of these subtle legal protections
and a greater community awareness and appreciation of
our history. Until we build a local culture which values and
treasures how these houses reflect the history of University
Park and Highland Park, and until we celebrate and honor
those owners who choose to lovingly restore the houses, we
are doomed to watch them disappear one by one.

FROM TOP 100

4101 Beverly - TOP TEN

4809 Drexel - TOP TEN

3925 Potomac - TOP TEN

4606 St. Johns

4408 St. Johns

4215 Lakeside

4144 Shenandoah

3501 Drexel
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FOR THE HOME AND FOR THE GARDEN

SERVING DALLAS SINCE 1899
– josh and michael bracken
www.nicholson-hardie.com
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Preserving e Past
FOR THE FUTURE

6325 Westchester Drive, University Park
— sold by —

SUSAN BRADLEY
Broker Associate • Historic Home Specialist
214.674.5518 • susan@susanbradleyrealtor.com
susanbradleyrealtor.com
D Magazine Best Realtor and Top Producer
PRESERVATION PARK CITIES
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People

PPC 2021 EVENTS
1

Tyson Woods, Tish Key, Michelle Anderson, Wilson Fuqua, Karen Woods

Cynthia Beaird, Polly McKeithen

Gail and Gerald Turner

Marla Boone, Christine Allison, Mike Boone

Don Bell, Jane Rejebian, Amsler Bell

Marvin and Tish Key, Alisa and Clay Sell

Jan and Trevor-Rees Jones

Kyle and Anne Crews

Joel Williams, Margo Goodwin, Bob Clark

Evan and Amy Beale
Photos by Rob Wythe, Danny Campbell
and Deborah Brown
Burton and Lesley Rhodes
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Helen Patterson and Devin Rambie

When it comes to

ENERGY
EFFICIENT
UPGR A DES,

We’ll help you see the Light!

Let our staff of licensed
electricians upgrade your existing
lighting—even vintage lights—to
the latest in LED technology and
efficiency. Our experienced lighting
pros will artfully blend warm and
cool LED lighting textures to give
your outdoor spaces a natural,
inviting glow night after night.

For a complimentary
consultation, call
972.241.0622
lentzlighting.com
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3939 Black Gold Drive, Suite B
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Dallas, TX 75247

214.696.1988

williamsbriggs.com

THE ARCHIVES
OF THE PARK CITIES
by The Honorable Taylor Armstrong, and former President of then Society, 1991.

Since its founding in 1982, our society has been dedicated to the “preservation and promotion of the historic, cultural and
aesthetic attributes and traditions of the Park Cities.” Our efforts, so far, have focused largely around the landmarking of
deserving homes. And yet, we have had no repository for the other aspects of our culture.
In 2015, the Board approved the creation of an “Archive of the Park Cities” to be housed in a prominent location at the University
Park Library. Cabinets were designed and built, and the process of acquiring, sorting and soliciting assets for an accessible
collection that preserves the overall culture of the Park Cities began.
To date, the Archives include the following:
• The Brown Books which were the original tax rolls for the
City of University Park, including early photos of every house.
• A photo survey of Park Cities residences that substituted
for the loss of the HP tax rolls due to a flood
• General photos from the society’s collection
• Highland Park High School annuals dating from 1923
• The John Stull Map Collection of the original planning and
construction maps for the Park Cities
• The Highland Park Education Foundation collection of
documents and memorabilia

• The Society’s general files
• L andmark submittal files since 1982
•T
 he beginnings of a library dedicated to architecture
and preservation including complete collections of
Legacy Magazine and Home Tour Magazines
•A
 recently acquired postcard collection of early Texas,
U.S. and world architecture
•T
 he beginnings of an historic deeds collection
•T
 he recently acquired 1924 Linz Award of William H.
Hitzelberger

We anticipate further acquisitions for each of the above categories including more HP Education Foundation information,
missing annuals, maps, books for our library and select pages of working drawings from significant structures. Given our limited
capacity, we must be discriminating in what is added to our collection, but we would like to solicit more acquisitions from the
community at large.
Another aspect of the Archives is its potential for periodic exhibits. Our first was a very successful exhibit of Highland Park
Football State Championships that included a well-attended reception. Given the Covid pandemic, we have been unable to have
subsequent exhibits, but look forward to resuming them when life returns to normal.
The Archives of the Park Cities should be an evolving repository and showcase for the unique culture that is our community.
Your suggestions and contributions are welcome.

PRESERVATION PARK CITIES
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From Contemporary to Classical
Specializing in Custom Doors, Windows
Radius & CNC Millwork, Mouldings, Sidings
& Quality Lumber, of course!
Family of Companies Serving Dallas' Finest
Custom & Luxury Builders, Architects & Remodelers

SINCE 1973

Dallas, Texas
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2021

SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS
by Tish Key

PRESERVATION PARK CITIES WAS DELIGHTED TO AWARD SCHOLARSHIPS IN 2021,
TO THREE OUTSTANDING HIGHLAND PARK HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS
WHO ARE GOING TO STUDY ARCHITECTURE OR HISTORY.
Robert White, Emery Medlock, and Kendall Ferguson are all
settled into their schools and took a few minutes during their
break to visit with me about their first semesters.
Robert White is a freshman at The
University of Texas at Austin where he
has been taking primarily core classes
during his first semester. He plans to
major in the Urban Studies Program in
the Department of Geography and the
Environment. The Urban Studies major
focuses on city planning, urbanization, urban development,
and the history of cities. Robert is looking forward to work
closely with architects in this field of work.
The University of Miami in Coral
Gables, Florida, is where Emery
Medlock has just completed her first
semester. Emery shared that the
school is very different than most
people might think — she explained
that it is a very urban setting which
she very much enjoys. She, too, has been taking some
required core courses but has taken a few courses in design

and architecture. Emery particularly enjoyed a class,
“Architecture in Culture” which focuses on the history
of architecture around the world. A drawing basics
class was also interesting for Emery and studio classes in
the afternoons.
At The University of Texas at Austin,
Kendall Ferguson was immersed in
architecture and design courses
from the start. Her classes took
place in a hybrid format with some
virtual and some in studio. In Design
Studio, the students are given
assignments many of which are due at the end of each
day. Many, many hours have been spent by Kendall
cutting lots of foam core and chip board and building
models. Next semester, the focus will be more on the
technology side of architecture by learning drawing
software programs and so forth. Out of 60 or students
in the program, Kendall enjoys the camaraderie of a core
group of about 8 fellow students with similar interests and
even though their workload has been substantial, she is
very excited about their upcoming opportunities.

Examples of Kendall Ferguson's semester projects
PRESERVATION PARK CITIES
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www.leapmissions.org
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85%

years of service

of expenses support our mission

23

2

countries served

9,800

free surgeries provided

mission trips in 2021

116

surgeries performed in 2021

CORE VALUES
• Service in action
LEAP is ready and able to go wherever in the world there is a need for
specialized surgical care. We are capable of pooling resources to great
extents in order to make a difference in just one life.

• Unconditional love
In all we do, we treat people with dignity and kindness because we are
all God’s children.

• Depth over breadth
Our long-term commitment to communities, families and patients
creates a lasting impact and endears a deep trust.

• Excellence in care
Our medical volunteers are highly-qualified and skilled in providing
the best possible care, even with limited resources.

• Respect for all human life
Money or geography should not be hindrances to receiving treatment.
Access to appropriate medical care is a basic human right.

• The power of healing
These surgeries give patients and their families a fresh start and an
opportunity to meaningfully contribute to their communities. They
also experience the healing hands of Christ.

Mike & Bunny Tibbals are pleased that HOME TOURS and MISSION TRIPS ARE BACK.
They honor LEAP Founder Dr. Craig Hobar; the Executive Leadership team:
Dr. Evan Beale, Dr. Eric Payne and Mr. Chris Jackson; and the nurses, physicians and
other volunteers of LEAP as they resumed mission trips after Covid interruption.
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THE VOLKS
A DALLAS PIONEER FAMILY
by Tom Case

When two brothers from Baltimore, Leonard and George
Volk, opened Volk Brothers shoe store at 250 Elm Street in
Dallas in 1889, Dallas was an agricultural trade center. By
the turn of the century, the city was becoming a center for
banking, insurance and retailing; and for eighty years the
Volk family played a major role in fashion retailing, first in
the Dallas central business district, then in the suburbs.
The Volk brothers were no strangers to the shoe business.
Their great grandfather was the royal shoemaker to the
Bavarian Court, and their father was a custom shoemaker in
Baltimore. George and Leonard built their business on the
superior quality of their shoes, resulting in a growing and
loyal customer base. As a result, Volk’s became the largest
shoe retailer in the South and Southwest.

Harold and Leonard Volk

As its business grew, so did Volk’s line of merchandise and
need for more space. In 1921 Volk’s bought land located at
1806-1810 Elm Street for a new store. George died in 1922,
and Leonard’s son, Harold, oversaw the construction of a
six story building designed by Dallas architect George Dahl,
and it was the first totally air conditioned department store in
the United States when it opened in 1930. What had started
as a shoe store had morphed into a department store, selling
furniture, jewelry, cosmetics, men’s and women’s clothing,
with one floor dedicated solely to women’s fashions.

When Leonard Volk died in 1935, Harold had already taken the reins of the company; and under his leadership, Volk’s was
the first downtown department store to expand into the suburban markets. In 1935 it opened a children’s shoe store in the
Highland Park Village. In 1940 Volk’s expanded into a new location in the Village, offering children’s and women’s clothing,
a larger line of shoes, and a merry-go-round for children. Volk’s opened its second suburban store in Lakewood in 1949, and
from 1951 to 1965 it opened stores in Oak Cliff, Irving, Mesquite, and Preston Royal in north Dallas.
In 1970, with the younger generations of the Volk family pursuing interests other than the family’s retail business, Harold sold
Volk’s to Colbert’s, a Dallas based women’s wear store; and the name of the business was changed to Colbert-Volk. Since
Colbert-Volk’s customers were suburban women, the downtown location was closed in 1973 and was later sold and then
demolished while its nomination to the National Register of historic buildings was pending.
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Volk Department Store in Highland Park Village

The story of the Volk family goes
desirable and exclusive neighborhoods
beyond its retail business. In 1924
in the Park Cities.
Leonard bought 41 acres of land in
University Park and later transferred it
But how did Volk Estates acquire
to Brookside Development Company.
its name since it was never named
Brookside prepared the land for sale in
or marketed as such? The answer
large lots intended for the construction
is the standing of the Volks in the
of homes for the wealthy. Only a few
community. Leonard was a “leader
lots were sold and had homes built
among the old guard of merchants”
upon them prior to the Depression. One 6920 Turtle Creek Blvd. today
who started the growth of the Dallas
was a Tudor style home designed by
business community. Then Harold
Hal Thomson for Leonard Volk and his wife at 6920 Turtle guided the family store and real estate development
Creek Boulevard. Early in the Depression, Leonard put
through the Depression, pioneered fashion retailing
Harold in charge of developing the rest of the land. While
into the suburbs, became a mainstay in the Dallas civic
many of the lots had sold by the end of the Depression,
community and was undoubtedly one of the leaders who
homes were not built on some of them until after the end
transformed the Dallas business and civic communities into
of World War II. Today Volk Estates is one of the most
what they have become today.
Photo credit: Alison Volk, President + Publicist VOLK PR
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Julius Cohen Estate Bracelet
Platinum And 18k Yellow Gold
Cabochon Emeralds With Pear
And Marquise Shaped Diamonds

WE BUY AND SELL FINE JEWELRY AND TIMEPIECES.
Assisting individuals with gem and timepiece liquidation for over 55 years.
For more information please contact Michael Johnson at 214.369.6100.
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Service. Experience. Knowledge.
We’re no strangers to our neighborhood – as Park Cities residents and top-producing real estate
agents, we live, breathe and work this community. Our success is a result of our group effort to
provide our clients with decades of market insight and the best possible real estate experience.
If you’re considering a move, we only have one question: How can we be of service?

Service. Experience. Knowledge.

We’re no strangers to our neighborhood – as Park Cities residents and top-producing real estate
agents, we live, breathe and work this community. Our success is a result of our group effort to
provide our clients with decades of market insight and the best possible real estate experience.
If you’re considering a move, we only have one question: How can we be of service?
Curt Elliott
214.675.8353
curt@dpmre.com

Get started at elliott.daveperrymiller.com
Get started at elliott.daveperrymiller.com

Paige Elliott
214.478.9544
paige@dpmre.com
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STEEPLES
OF TEXAS
From the book “Steeples of Texas” by Macatee Photography, LLC

DALLAS PARK CITIES BAPTIST CHURCH
Meeting originally in the University Park Elementary school, a few Baptist
families organized the Park Cities Baptist Church in 1939, at the urging of
First Baptist Dallas minister George W. Truett. Later, in a house on Lovers
Lane the church family grew quickly, and buildings to house the school
and the sanctuary were completed in 1956 by Thomas, Jameson & Merrill,
Architects. From its start in what was just a field north of the Park Cities,
the church now occupies a bustling area on Northwest Highway. Today the
looming church bell tower with clock faces on all sides reaches high above
Dallas treetops with a simple Latin cross.
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CHRIST THE KING CATHOLIC CHURCH
Christ the King Catholic Church in Dallas, was built on land
between Preston Road and what was known as the Cotton
Belt Railroad. Church leaders decided to build a school and
hold services in the auditorium. On June 8, 1941, the first mass
was held for the new church family. It wasn’t until July of 1948
that mass would be held in the newly-finished and furnished
auditorium. In 1953 a committee was organized to design and
build the church for Christ the King parish. Edward Schulte, the
same architect who designed the school, was chosen to design
the new building. The 14-story bell tower is a sight to behold;
however the steeple is the crowning element. The spire that
reaches towards the heavens has three graduated crowns each
smaller than the one below, topped with a beautiful cross. The
church history states, “the cross and crowns are symbolic of
Christ the King and the Blessed Trinity.”

SAINT MICHAEL AND ALL ANGELS
EPISCOPAL CHURCH
Saint Michael and All Angels Episcopal church had humble
beginnings in a Boy Scout hut on the grounds of the University
Park YMCA where a group met in August of 1945. Meeting
again that fall to celebrate the Feast of St. Michael, held on
September 29th, the group was larger and the charter for Saint
Michael and All Angels was soon executed. Around 1947, the
current Gothic structure was built to serve the area Episcopal
families. The 1971 modern addition was designed by HKS, Inc.
The church is recognized with its oversized gold cross on the
front of the steeple.
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SIEBLER

Historic Preservation & Restoration
Residential Remodeling

Exterior restoration of 5500 Chatham Hill Road. Designed by architect Charles S Dillbeck in1936.
Preservation Architect Nancy McCoy, FAIA FAPT – McCoy Collaborative || Photo by Fred R Hight
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IN MEMORIAM
LINDALYN ADAMS ~ 1930-2021
Lindalyn Adams was well known to many in Preservation Park Cities for her early work in the
1980s planning a program of historical markings and for beginning the “Save the House”
campaign to protect the oldest remaining house in HP by moving it to Old City Park.
She served in 1984-85 as the third President of PCHPS, now PPC. She was quoted later about
the beginning years: “The Society’s Landmark Advisory Committee first established in 1982,
was formed to bring attention to the loss of irreplaceable examples of architecture and to the
importance of preservation of these homes, long an important feature of the Park Cities.”

Photo credit: My Sweet Charity

When asked how she felt about the value of a historical designation, she replied; “Historical
markers and designations bring honor to a site or property whether it is either a National Historic
designation, a state designation or a local society such as our Park Cities’ one.
Each one, either national, state or local has its own identifying medallion certifying the site,
institution or property meets the criteria of that entity as being historic. Historical markers are an
honor bestowed upon the entity.”

VIRGINIA McALESTER ~ 1943-2020
Virginia McAlester was known widely in Dallas for her passion for restoring houses and
neighborhoods. Her daughter was quoted: “My mother got a bank loan and created a revolving
fund to restore and sell homes, not for profit but for the benefit of her community – a model that
was replicated throughout the country. She was also an activist known to park her car in front of
bulldozers to keep them from tearing down historic buildings.”
Mrs. McAlester wrote A Field Guide to American Houses, published in 1984 and revised in
2013. It was the country’s first, and most definitive, guide to typical American architecture, an
evergreen “crown jewel” at her publishing house, Knopf.
In an article in the Park Cities Historic and Preservation Society 2014 Home Tour magazine,
she described working with Prudence Mackintosh and Willis Winters to write a new book “Great
American Suburbs: The Homes of the Park Cities, Dallas. It celebrated architecturally significant
houses built before 1940 and included photographs of original homes by architects Fooshee &
Cheek, Hal Thomson, David Williams, Frank Welch and John Mullen.
For many years, Virginia McAlester was the highly respected leader of preservation efforts in the
city, and for her efforts was awarded an honorary degree from SMU and the “Keys to the City”
by Mayor Mike Rawlings.

PRESERVATION
PRESERVATION PARK
PARK CITIES
CITIES
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With more than 800 melty, crumbly, creamy, wonderfully stinky varieties, there’s
something for every mood or occasion. Our expert cheese mongers can pair you with
new favorites and have you ready to snack, shred, and share every night of the week.

DALLAS LOVERS | 5750 E. LOVERS LN. | 214-234-7000 DALLAS MIDWAY | 4349 W. NORTHWEST HWY. | 469-697-7800
DALLAS PRESTON ROYAL 10720 PRESTON RD. | 972-860-6500 PLANO | 320 COIT RD. | 469-241-8300
PRESERVATION PARK CITIES
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FOR STUDY, RESEARCH, AND PLEASURE:

An Introduction to the

DEGOLYER LIBRARY
by Russell L. Martin III, Director, DeGolyer Library. Southern Methodist University

Mr. & Mrs. DeGolyer in the library of their
home, Rancho Encinal, on Garland Road in
Dallas. Now part of the Dallas Arboretum.

DeGolyer Library began as a private collection
in 1914 with the early and intelligent collecting
interests of E. L. DeGolyer (1886-1956), a major
figure in the twentieth-century oil business. After Mr.
DeGolyer's death, his library was maintained by the
newly-incorporated DeGolyer Foundation and was
aggressively expanded by the son of the founder,
Everett L. DeGolyer, Jr. (1923-1977). In 1973 the
DeGolyer Foundation gave the library to SMU, where
it is now housed within the Fondren Library building.

Great strengths include early voyages and travels, especially those bearing on the European
discovery and exploration of the New World. The collection of Western Americana is
numbered among the finest in the country, and the library also has exceptionally welldeveloped collections in the fields of business history and transportation history, in particular
the history of railroads. Our holdings in the history of science, especially geology, also
have much to offer the researcher. Literary collections include a wide range of English and
American authors and literary genres, from a 16th-century edition of Chaucer’s Canterbury
Tales to dime novels and comic books. The history of photography is another great strength,
with a wealth of images from the 19th century to the present.
The collection is always changing and growing. Historic preservationists will be interested
to know that the DeGolyer Library has recently acquired the extensive papers of Virginia
McAlester, author of A Field Guide to American Houses (1984) and many other works, including
Great American Suburbs: The Homes of the Park Cities, Dallas (2008).

at SMU
DEGOLYER LIBRARY
AT A GLANCE

180,000+
books

2,500+

manuscript collections
(about 2.5 million items)

1,500+

photography accessions
(about 1.5 million images)

3,000+
maps

25,000+

pieces of ephemera

500+

accessions in
University Archives

DeGolyer Library regularly sponsors lectures, readings, and book-signing events. We also
mount several exhibits in any given year. All of these programs are free and open to the public.
DeGolyer Library’s holdings are well represented in SMU’s digital collections, with tens of
thousands of items available online, with more materials being added regularly.
In addition to serving the research and teaching needs of SMU faculty and students,
DeGolyer Library welcomes visiting scholars, journalists, and other researchers who need to
use the materials housed here. New readers are required to fill out a brief application, to show
a current photo ID, and to agree to abide by the rules and regulations governing the reading
room. Library staff are always available for consultations on research projects and as guides
to sources that might be useful for particular projects.
We encourage researchers to contact us:
DeGolyer Library, 6404 Robert S. Hyer Lane, SMU, Dallas.
Regular hours: 8:30-5, M-F.
www.smu.edu/Libraries/degolyer
E-mail: degolyer@smu.edu
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John Maley ’s
manuscript
Account of Five
Years Travels
(1814) and the
recent book,
Wanderer on the American
Frontier, based on the Maley source.

PICKERING HOUSE INTERIORS
409.658.3476 ~ @joshuappickering ~ pickeringhouseinteriors.com
PRESERVATION PARK CITIES
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